SCOfl F-HUN and PAUL T. W. M. VEUGELERS ONE important issue involved in the choice of a monetary aggregate for policy purposes is the predictability of the relationship between the aggregate and nominal GNP growth. This article examines the predictability of recent Ml velocity growth to assess claims that the relationship between Ml and nominal CNP has deteriorated.'
period 11/1975-1/1983 , roughly the last two full business cycles. These techniques use only information available at the time the forecast is made, the same constraint facing a policymaker. Because of this constraint, we have restricted the class of forecasting models to time series models, whose forecasts are determined solely on the past behavior ofvelocity growth itself.
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It is important to note that the four techniques differ with respect to the relative weights attached to velocity growth behavior in the recent and distant past. Some techniques' forecasts of velocity are influenced more heavily by recent trends in velocity growth, while other techniques use longer trends. In addition, the techniques differ in terms of their computational ease and statistical sophistication.
Sample Mean Forecast
The technique that attaches the greatest weight to the more distant past and is one of the simplest is the sample mean forecasting technique. With this technique, next quarter's velocity growth is forecast to equal the average of velocity growth from 11/1959 to the period immediately preceding the forecast (see box on opposite page, equation l).T hus, for example, the forecast ofvelocity growth in 1/1983 is simply the average of velocity growth from 11/1959 to IV/l982. 'We refer to this forecast as the sample mean forecast and use the superscript (SM) to distinguish it from others.
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"ii + q ±T4,\ u 1 = ,% uj ')ll5M wopuSm 5 SÃ~po 1 aJo l0A0T apJo~loloq44sq4puuAaq1 'si-cot' 'dd '(PLOT aunocndpa~Ja!wou As a fourth alternative, a random walk model (RW), which places even greater weight on recent developments, is assessed. This model holds that the change in velocity growth is completely random, implying that the best forecast of velocity growth in the future is the current level of velocity growth (as shown in equation 4, page 35). The random walk model stands in sharp contrast to the sample mean model. It suggests that knowledge of velocity growth in the distant past is irrelevant in forecasting the future because all relevant information is already contained in the most recent observation. The sample mean model, on the other hand, weights observations from the distant past equal to the most recent ones. 8
THE-FORECAST-S
These four models were used to forecast velocity growth from 11/1975 to 1/1983 over two alternative time horizons. The first forecasts were simply one-quarter forecasts of velocity growth. The other forecasts were for velocity growth over the next four quarters. For the ' The random walk model of velocity growth, or variations that emphasize more recent velocity growth, seem to have gained wider acceptance because velocity growth recently has been "abnormally" sluggish. As an example of forecasters who heavily weight recent velocity behavior, consider this statement in Robert A. Brusca Financial Markets, Irving Trust (July 15, 1983)"... Ml's velocity might even increase in the second quarter [of 1983] . If this happens, the Fed is more likely to be concerned with Ml's growth." This statement suggests that velocity growth developments in the second quarter of 1983 will heavily influence velocity growth in the third quarter. latter forecasts, no information from the intervening four quarters is used in any of the forecast procedures.°T he forecast of velocity growth over the next four quarters made at time t = T-4 is denoted by~T4~?, where i = (SM, KF, XS, RW).
The One-Quarter Forecasts of Velocity
Growth 1 The closer the forecast is on average to 9 ln the case ofthe four-quarter horizon, we forecast velocity growth over the next four-quarter period, not the quarterly velocity growth four quarters hence, That is, if t is the period from which the forecast is made, we forecast (In V 5 + 4 -In V 5 ) >< 100, not (In V,~4= InV, +s) X 400. For later reference, it is useful to recognize that velocity growth over the next four quarters is equal to average velocity growth over the next four quarters: 
The table shows little difference in the forecast records of the sample mean, the triple exponential smoothing and the Kalman filter procedures, however. While the sample mean forecast generally does slightly better than the other two, the difference is not great at all. 12 Thus, it appears that knowing how velocity growth behaved this quarter provides no more information about how it will behave next than its behavior in the distant past. Table 1 shows that the decomposition of the forecast error due to bias is less than 5 percent for each of the separate forecast procedures.' 3 Forecasts yield a large fraction of the error due to bias when the mean of the forecast series is different from the mean of the actual series being forecast. The small fraction of the error due to bias in table 1 is evidence that, regardless ofthe forecast procedure, the mean of the velocity growth forecasts is quite close to the mean of actual velocity growth over the period II/1975_I/1983.14 The fraction of the error due to variance increases when the series to be forecasted and the forecasts themselves have very different variances. The large fraction of error due to variance for the sample mean forecast (.ç~M)) confirms that the variance of quarterly velocity growth is much greater than the variance of the mean of velocity growth.
Regardless of which forecast model is considered, the quarterly prediction record is not impressive. Both the mean absolute error and the root-mean-squared error are quite large for each model. The root-meansquared error for the sample mean forecast, for example, suggests a 95 percent confidence range of plus or minus 11.2 percent. Thus, based on these different The evidence provided here suggests that little would be added by adopting an explicit GNP growth objective. Ml velocity growth apparently fluctuates randomly around a level of 2 to 3 percent, so that a monetary target for Ml can easily be translated into a GNP objective by adding 2 to 3 percent to it. The difficulty with adopting such an objective is that the random velocity growth fluctuations are quite large, indicating that the Federal Reserve alone cannot closely achieve a particular short-run CNP target that it or anyone else would choose. In this regard, "attempts to targt CNP within a narrow range would, deliberately or not, provide an unwarranted sense of omnipotence for monetary policy."
Velocity Growth Since 1982
For the period as a whole, the sample mean forecast works as well as any other procedure, an observation consistent with the notion that velocity growth fluctuates randomly about a fixed value. The table does show large forecast errors for the sample mean model over the recent period 1/1982-1/1983, however. For instance, while velocity contracted at a substantial 2.28 percent rate over this period, the sample mean model was forecasting growth of about 3.00 percent. This anomalous pattern ofvelocity growth resulted in avery large root-mean-squared error of 9.52 percent for this period -almost twice that of the full period. While this may seem sufficient grounds to question the usefulness ofsuch a model ofvelocity growth, a number of considerations suggest that it is premature to conclude that the sample mean characterization has become invalid.
To begin with, the other forecasting procedures also have deteriorated significantly over this period. The root-mean-squared errors for the triple exponential smoothing, Kalman filter and random walk forecasting models are 7.84 percent, 8.44 percent and 9.40 percent, respectively. All of these measures indicate much larger forecast errors than for earlier periods, as all of the models have had less success in forecasting recent developments. Velocity growth has become more volatile recently and the performance of the four forecast techniques has deteriorated accordingly.' 8
Moreover, even though the sample mean model performed worse than the other models since 1/1982, this period is too short to attach great significance to such a finding. There have been other periods of similar length in the past, in which the sample mean did an inferior job; over the period 11/1975-1/1976 , for example, both the Kalman filter and random walk models resulted in root-mean-squared errors considerably below that of the sample mean. Yet, as we have seen, for the full period the random walk model is clearly inferior and the Kalman filter is slightly worse than the sample mean model.
Four-Quarter Forecasts of Velocity Growth
Because policy generally is concerned with periods longer than one quarter, tile relevant issue for policy is prediction errors over longer time horizons, for exam-"The standard deviation of velocity growth is 6.26 percent for the 1/1982-1/1983 period -almost twice what it was for the period 11/1975-1/1979, for example. This increased volatility makes it impossible to test statistically whether the mean of velocity growth has changed in the recent period, because the small sample tests used to test such a hypothesis require assumptions of normality and equal cariance, Thus, while the mean of velocity growth for the 1/1982-1/1983 period is smnaller than it was in the earlier period, one cannot determine whether it is statistically different. It is thus too early to argue that the mean model is invalid. What may have changed is that the random shocks to velocity growth have simply gotten larger.
It is interesting to note that ifone compares the mean ofvelocity growth over the period II/1975 II/ -1/1983 with that of the preceding 32 quarters, no assumption of equal variance is required because it is a large sample test. Comparing the means across these two sample periods, however, indicates that there is no statistical pie, four-quarter periods.' 9 How do the different models generate such longer-run velocity predictions? The sample mean, Kalman filter and random walk forecast models yield fbrecasts that are independent of the forecasting horizon. At any specific point in time, each of these models project velocity growth to be a given value for the indefinite future. For example, the mean of velocity growth from 11/1959 to 1/1975 was 2.79 percent. Thus, the forecast for 11/1975 based on the sample mean model is 2.79 percent. Because this same growth is forecast to continue over the indefinite future, the sample mean forecast of velocity growth from 11/1975 to 1/1976 also is 2.79 percent.
The triple exponential smoothing forecasts -unlike the other three techniques -are not independent of the forecast horizon, however. The forecast of velocity growth two quarters ahead is not the same as the forecast ofvelocity growth one quarter ahead. Thus the forecast of velocity growth for the next four-quarter period is defined to be the average of the one-period' ahead, two-period-ahead, three-period-ahead and four-period-ahead quarterly velocity growth forecasts. In this way, all the models essentially are forecasting velocity growth over the next year based only on information available today. Table 2 lists the actual velocity growth rates over the previous four quarters and the respective forecast errors for the same period. The forecast error at time is simply the difference between the velocity growth predicted at t-4 and the actual velocity growth at t. A comparison of tables 1 and 2 indicates, not surprisingly, that actual four-quarter velocity growth is much less volatile than one-quarter growth rates. The standard deviation of the quarterly growth rate is 5.54 percent; it is only 2.70 percent for the four-quarter velocity growth rate.
Irrespective of the forecast technique, the mean absolute error and the root-mean-squared error in table 2 also are both much smaller than their counterparts in table 1. For example, the root-mean-squared error from the sample mean forecast technique for the four-quarter velocity growth rate forecast is 50 percent smaller than the root-mean-squared error for the onequarter ahead forecast, decreasing the 95 percent confidence range from plus or minus 11.2 percent to plus or minus 5.5 percent. Similar reductions in the rootdifference in the means. This suggests that the sharp contraction in velocity growth since 111982, has simply offset niore rapid velocity growth for the period 1I/1975 1I/ -IV/1981 "Recall footnote 9 that shows that velocity growth over the next four quarters is equal to average quarterly velocity growth for the next four quarters.
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The evidence presented here is consistent with the hypothesis that quarterly velocity growth fluctuates randomly about a fixed mean. If this characterization is correct, then next quarter's velocity growth is best predicted by the sample mean. This is indeed what was found. None of the alternative time series models significantly improved upon the sample mean forecast.
The fact that the sample mean forecast procedure itself did not do very well in forecasting one-quarter velocity growth does not discredit such a model, but suggests that the random short-run shocks are qtute large in nature.
What can be inferred from large variations in random shocks to velocity growth or their growing in magnitude in recent years? Some have concluded from this observation that monetary aggregate (especially Ml) targeting is a quite hopeless policy.
22 Even recognizing the sizeable volatility in quarterly velocity growth, however, it is difficult to see how this is true. The results do suggest that policyniakers will find it difficult to stabilize quarter-to-quarter fluctuations in 20 rhere is no evidence that any of the other forecasting procedures can aid in improving upon the sample mean forecast. When the sample mean forecast error is regressed against the difference between forecasts, none of the coefficients on the difference arc significantly different from xero. On the other hand, the sample mean forecast significantly reduced forecast errors associated 'vith the other models for the four-quarter forecasts, indicating in this case that it is a superior forecast procedure. 2m
Note also that large forecast errors in one direction, again, are offset by large forecast errors in the other, so the mean error for all models remains quite small, The mean forecast errors for the sample mean, triple exponential smoothing, Kaiman filter and random walk forecasts are 0. While the sizeable volatility in quarterly velocity growth does imply a great deal of uncertainty about next quarter's GNP growth even if next quarter's money growth is known with certainty, it does not follow that it is particularly difficult to achieve longerterm GNP growth objectives. In fact, as a comparison of tables 1 and 2 indicates, the accuracy of velocity growth forecasts, in terms of root-mean-squared or mean absolute errors, improves as the length of time over which velocity growth is measured increases.
The ability to forecast velocity growth better over longer periods is related directly to the fact that quarterly velocity growth fluctuates randomly about a fixed value. Forecasting the individual fluctuations is impossible. Over time, however, these random fluctuations partially offset each other, which means that longer-term forecasting is possible, because forecasters can "hone in" on the fixed value. The longer the time horizon over which the forecasts are generated, the more accurate the forecast is likely to he. 23
As actually took place had we known the actual course of Ml growth.
The reader is reminded that this period-11/1975 to 1/1983 -is one in which monetary aggregate targeting has been discredited because of: (1) supposed shifts in money demand and, most important, (2) financial innovations such as the introduction of ATS accounts, NOW accounts, money market mutual funds, allsavers certificates and money market deposit accounts, which supposedly altered the relationship of Ml to GNP. Yet, over this full period, a knowledge ofaverage money growth plus a crude pr~ection of velocity growth would have yielded a fairly accurate picture about the longer-term course of spending growth. 24
5m The reader should not conclude from this analysis that the economic nleterminants of velocity growth are unimportant. These factors have been ignored here because they presumably would he difficult to forecast cx ante. For an analysis of these determinants, see Tatom SUMMARY ANI) CONCLUSIONS This paper examined the predictability of velocity growth using several time series methods. The results are consistent with the notion that quarterly velocity growth fluctuates randomly about a fixed mean. The evidence suggests that forecasting next quarter's velocity growth using average velocity growth over some extended period of time is as effective as any other, more sophisticated, forecasting approaches. For onequarter forecasts analyzed here, this method performed as well as the more sophisticated techniques.
In addition, the accuracy ofaverage velocity growth forecasts was found to improve with the time horizon over which the forecast is made. For example, forecasts of average velocity growth over four-quarter periods were significantly more accurate than those over one-quarter periods. This suggests that monetary policy is likely to be more successful in achieving longterm than short-term GNP growth objectives. Indeed, attempts to fine-tune could well result in greater, rather than less, economic volatility.
